
 
An 
Introduction 
to the 
Enlarger and 
Project 1 
 



 
You will need 
to know 
where these 
parts are to 
operate the 
enlarger in 
the dark! 
 



Be sure to hand in the Enlarger 
worksheet-it was already collected 

and will be a small grade. 
 

Be sure to know everything on this 
Power Point for the Quiz on Thursday, 

Sept. 28th 



Basic  
Parts 

 



More Basic Parts 

The Aperture ring surrounds the Lens 
And can be turned to control the light coming out 



See  
the circled  
parts  
Here 
too 



An Enlarger  
projects light  
when you either  
throw the switch  
or press the button on the 
timer. The switch keeps the 
light on till you shut it. The 
timer keeps it on till the 
time runs out. 
 
 

Enlarger           Timer 



 
 
The light  will be dim or bright 
depending on the enlarger’s 
aperture opening.  
 
 

 
 

The Lens and the Aperture Ring 

You must turn the 
ring to see the 
differences in 
brightness. We 
compared this ring to 
the ring on a camera- 
it is the same thing 
and functions the 
same way. 



Remember there are Two ways to turn the light on:  
1) The switch turns the light on and off 

2) The 
center 
button 
turns on 
the light 
and it 
turns off 
automatic
ally when 
the time 
reaches 
what you 
set it to  



When you approach an enlarger and want to set it up, flick the switch ON 

Then turn the white dial to the number of seconds you will use 
for your test strip: 5 seconds 

Flick the Light 
switch OFF  to 
set up Light 
Sensitive 
paper 

Press  the  
center button 
to make the 5 
second 
exposure 



Timer: controls the length 
of time the enlarger light 
stays on; 
 a) silver switch is on/off  

 
  

c) Set dial to amount of time  

b) center button for timing 
 

a 

c 

b 



Set the size Aperture:  
Start with F-stop  
setting f-8.  
 
“Stops” are called stops  
simply because the  
aperture ring clicks-in  
at those places. 
 
There is a small mark to show where 
the setting should line up. 
 

White dot or black lines 
might mark the spot 



The apertures have sizes called F-Stops:  
“Stops” are called stops simply because the aperture ring clicks-in at 

those places. 
 
 

The sizes on the enlarger are similar to 
those on most SLR cameras,  
and are  3.5,   4,   5.6,   8,   11,   16. 
 
 
 
The 3.5 is the largest opening. 
The 16 is the smallest opening. 
 
Which will always produce clearest 
results based on your eye-
chart/aperture experience? 
 

These numbers are really fractions so… 



Remember the big 
idea we learned 
using the 
eyechart/aperture 
experience: 
The smaller the 
opening, the more 
detailed and in-focus 
the image. 



The bigger the opening 

the more light interference.  

The smaller the opening the 

more precise and organized the light 
rays and there is less interference.  

(view with a large 
Aperture) 

(view with  
a small 
Aperture) 



There are many 
kinds of easels 

 
Easels hold the 

paper down and in 
place so it doesn’t 

move 



The Two kinds of Easels we will use: 

Contact  
print easel  

And a 4-in-one 



Contact print easel:  
 
  

papers must be 
sandwiched between 

a glass plate and a 
foam base, 

so they are in tight 
contact against each 

other, this keeps them 
sharp. 

This is called a contact print easel 
because the way a print is made 
is by putting sensitive paper is 
contact with it’s negative. These 
are also used again if you contact 
print your film  negative pages. 



Let’s look at the 4-in one easel: 

This easel is a 4-in-one.  
 
It has fixed sizes for 4x6, 
5x7, and 2x3” paper. 
 
 
Flip it over and the other 
side, pictured below, is 
for 8x10” paper sizes. 



Project 1:  
Many Names for this: 

Shadow pictures 
Light Drawings 
Sun Drawings 

Photogenic Drawings 
Photograms 

Man Ray named his “Ray-O-Grams” 
 



Test strips are done for every print 
you make: 

 
1) this process saves time 

2) saves paper 
3) gives you great control over  

the result 



Examples of Test strips for 
Photograms: 



Test strips are done for prints from 
film too, and this will teach you how! 



A TEST STRIP is made before a print is made. This will 
help you analyze the exposure time.  
 

1)Use the switch to turn your timer light on. 
2)Set the aperture to the largest opening 
For the most light to see with. 3) Use the 
height crank to make the area of light cover 
the contact print easel. 

 
 

 

4)Set the timer timer to 5 seconds. 
  5) Locate a piece of 
cardboard to  block the light 



6) Turn the aperture to f-8, turn off the light with the 
switch. 
 

7)Go get a strip of photo paper  
       and place the objects over it.  

 
 

 

 

Place the strip under your objects, 
shinier side up (emulsion side up)   
If using the contact print , close the 
glass over both.   



A TEST STRIP: 
8)Expose small sections for 5 seconds  
each using an opaque card. 
 
Develop the strip as usual. 
After rinsing look and  
Analyze the increments of 5 seconds. 
Mark each one; 5,10, 15, 20, 25.  
Judge which time is best. Make the 
full size print without the cardboard 
using the time you judged as best.  

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 





A) You can only use Mrs. Luongo’s 
objects IF YOU PUT THEM BACK! 

B) Neatly print your name on back 
of final print on an edge very 
small. 

C) Tip; Use all your space, but leave 
interesting negative shapes 
alone. 

D) As tempting as it is, you may use 
your hands somehow, but it 
must be in interaction with other 
objects… 

 
 


